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Former Chicagoan Debra R. Borys is the author of the 

suspense novel Painted Black to be released December 

2011 by New Libri Press.  

 
What is Painted Black about? 

 

Painted Black is a suspense novel about a missing street kid named 

Lexie Green, who at fifteen years old is selling her body to survive.  

When reporter Jo Sullivan realizes no one seems to care about what 

might have happened to her, she teams up with Lexie's friend Chris 

to learn the truth.  By investigating Sloan and Whiteside's funeral 

home, they put themselves in danger of becoming part of a bizarre 

collection of freeze dried corpses. 

 

Where did you get the idea for the novel? 

 

The original idea for the suspense plot came from a news article I read years ago in the Chicago 

Tribune.  It was about a new method of preservation being used by taxidermists who freeze dried 

people's pets to produce lifelike replicas that would last indefinitely.  One person they interviewed 

stated that freeze drying could be used on people as well, and compared the process to cooking pizzas 

in an oven.  He sounded so bizarre and unconcerned about it.  In my research, I actually found an 

article in a mortuary magazine about a firm that did preserve a man in this manner. 

 

The idea to use homeless kids as important characters came about from my experience volunteering 

with The Night Ministry in Chicago.   I was struck by how many times homeless people are treated as 

sub-human, like they don't matter.  Some people seem to have only contempt for someone who is 

homeless even when they know nothing about the circumstances.  Most people just want to pretend 

that the homeless don't exist, walking by them with averted eyes.  I would like to make these invisible 

people visible so we can find solutions to the problem, not ignore it. 

 

What is your favorite scene from the book? 

 

One of my favorite scenes is when Jo meets Lexie.  When I read it, I can actually see the Chicago street 

they are standing on.  The image of Lexie sitting in a booth wolfing down a burrito because she's so 

hungry was inspired by a similar scene I experienced one of my first nights of volunteering in Chicago.  

I was with one of the Emmaus Ministries' staff members and we bought a late night supper for a 
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young homeless man we met.  

 

What made you decide to donate 10% of the proceeds to homeless charities? 

 

I spent several years volunteering with organizations that help the homeless, The Night Ministry in 

Chicago and Teen Feed in Seattle in particular.  While I am not currently able to donate my time, I 

want to do all I can to promote their mission.  I believe what they're doing is important and hope my 

book and my donation will encourage others to do the same.  

 

Why choose a small, start up press like New Libri as your publisher? 

 

Larger houses tend to focus on celebrity or best selling authors, with very few debut novels given 

much shelf space at all.  New Libri, like most small presses, has more flexibility in their criteria for 

accepting new authors.    I can remain true to my vision instead of having to fit my ideas into a cookie 

cutter definition of what a suspense novel is supposed to be.  I also like the idea of being on the 

cutting edge of a new venture.   

 

What are you working on currently? 

 

As a freelance writer, I always have an assortment of projects I'm working on for various clients.  But 

of course the piece I'm invested in the most is the second Jo Sullivan novel.  The working title is Bend 

Me, Shape Me and in this one Jo works with a bi-polar young woman who is half Yakama Indian as she 

tries to save her brother from a psycho psychiatrist trying to turn teens into terrorists.  I touch on the 

fact that many people are homeless because of mental health issues and also the fact that sometimes 

we are too quick to label people simply because it's easier to dismiss them. 

 


